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The Medieval Economy And Society
This is a definitive new account of Britain's economic evolution from a backwater of
Europe in 1270 to the hub of the global economy in 1870. A team of leading economic
historians reconstruct Britain's national accounts for the first time right back into the
thirteenth century to show what really happened quantitatively during the centuries
leading up to the Industrial Revolution. Contrary to traditional views of the earlier period
as one of Malthusian stagnation, they reveal how the transition to modern economic
growth built on the earlier foundations of a persistent upward trend in GDP per capita
which doubled between 1270 and 1700. Featuring comprehensive estimates of
population, land use, agricultural production, industrial and service-sector production
and GDP per capita, as well as analysis of their implications, this will be an essential
reference for anyone interested in British economic history and the origins of modern
economic growth more generally.
This is a one-of-kind volume bringing together leading scholars in the economics of
religion for the first time. The treatment of topics is interdisciplinary, comparative, as
well as global in nature. Scholars apply the economics of religion approach to
contemporary issues such as immigrants in the United States and ask historical
questions such as why did Judaism as a religion promote investment in education? The
economics of religion applies economic concepts (for example, supply and demand)
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and models of the market to the study of religion. Advocates of the economics of
religion approach look at ways in which the religion market influences individual choices
as well as institutional development. For example, economists would argue that when a
large denomination declines, the religion is not supplying the right kind of religious good
that appeals to the faithful. Like firms, religions compete and supply goods. The
economics of religion approach using rational choice theory, assumes that all human
beings, regardless of their cultural context, their socio-economic situation, act rationally
to further his/her ends. The wide-ranging topics show the depth and breadth of the
approach to the study of religion.
The Economy of Medieval Hungary is the first concise, English-language volume on the
economic life of medieval Hungary, covering the structures of economic life, humannature interactions in production, taxation, money and commerce.
This book surveys the economy of Wales from the first Norman intrusions of 1067 to
the Act of Union of England and Wales in 1536. Key themes include the evolution of the
agrarian economy; the foundation and growth of towns; the adoption of a money
economy; English colonisation and economic exploitation; the collapse of Welsh social
structures and rise of economic individualism; the disastrous effect of the Glynd?r
rebellion; and, ultimately, the alignment of the Welsh economy to the English economy.
Comprising four chapters, a narrative history is presented of the economic history of
Wales, 1067–1536, and the final chapter tests the applicability in a Welsh context of the
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main theoretical frameworks that have been developed to explain long-term economic
and social change in medieval Britain and Europe.
In The Medieval Economy of Salvation, Adam J. Davis shows how the burgeoning
commercial economy of western Europe in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries,
alongside an emerging culture of Christian charity, led to the establishment of hundreds
of hospitals and leper houses. Focusing on the county of Champagne, he looks at the
ways in which charitable organizations and individuals—townspeople, merchants,
aristocrats, and ecclesiastics—saw in these new institutions a means of infusing
charitable giving and service with new social significance and heightened expectations
of spiritual rewards. Hospitals served as visible symbols of piety and, as a result, were
popular objects of benefaction. They also presented lay women and men with new
penitential opportunities to personally perform the works of mercy, which many
embraced as a way to earn salvation. At the same time, these establishments served a
variety of functions beyond caring for the sick and the poor; as benefactors donated
lands and money to them, hospitals became increasingly central to local economies,
supplying loans, distributing food, and acting as landlords. In tracing the rise of the
medieval hospital during a period of intense urbanization and the transition from a gift
economy to a commercial one, Davis makes clear how embedded this charitable
institution was in the wider social, cultural, religious, and economic fabric of medieval
life.
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Examination of the evidence and major issues and debates deciding the position of
women in medieval society.
This book is an introduction to medieval economic thought, mainly from the twelfth to
the fifteenth centuries, as it emerges from the works of academic theologians and
lawyers and other sources - from Italian merchants' writings to vernacular poetry,
Parliamentary legislation, and manorial court rolls. It raises a number of questions
based on the Aristotelian idea of the mean, the balance and harmony underlying
justice, as applied by medieval thinkers to the changing economy. How could private
ownership of property be reconciled with God's gift of the earth to all in common? How
could charity balance resources between rich and poor? What was money? What were
the just price and the just wage? How was a balance to be achieved between lender
and borrower and how did the idea of usury change to reflect this? The answers
emerge from a wide variety of ecclesiastical and secular sources.
This volume is the first publication to draw upon the mass of information provided by the
Historic Towns Atlases in order to explore comparative questions in medieval urban history.
The volume addresses the wider question of comparative urban studies, the processes that
determined the morphological formation of towns, and the symbolic meaning of large-scale
town plans in their cultural context. Also included are the reflections of Rheinland-Pfalz, a
German medieval scholar who has produced many historic maps.
13 scholars contribute to this survey of past discussions of the workings of economic structures
and of justice in interpersonal relations, cultural institutions and the social order. They
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investigate the sources in each historic period from the world of the Old Testament and the
ancient Greeks through to Spanish scholasticism and its offshoots in the Spanish Americas of
the 18th century and relate the ideas of writers from the past to modern discussions.
This book explores the history of a Jewish community in the colonial kingdom of Valencia in
the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. It sheds new light on Jewish-Christian-Muslim relations
and on the social, economic, and political life of medieval Jews.
This excellent and concise summary of the social and economic history of Europe in the Middle
Ages examines the changing patterns and developments in agriculture, commerce, trade,
industry and transport that took place during the millennium between the fall of the Roman
Empire and the discovery of the New World. After outlining the trends in demography, prices,
rent, and wages and in the patterns of settlement and cultivation, the author also summarizes
the basic research done in the last twenty-five years in many aspects of the social and
economic history of medieval Europe, citing French, German and Italian works as well as
English. Significantly, this study surveys the present state of discussion on a number of on
unresolved issues and controversies, and in some areas suggests common sense answers.
Some of the problems of economic growth, or the lack of it, are looked at in the light of current
theories in sociology and economic thought. This classic text, first published in 1972, makes a
useful and interesting general introduction for students of medieval and economic history.
"One of the most important, imaginative, solidly documented, well written books of medieval
history that I have ever read. . . . It offers a unique combination of synthetic power and analytic
perception, of bold judgment and Cartesian doubt, of hard economic facts and subtle
psychological considerations."--Speculum
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Archaeologists and textile historians bring together 16 papers to investigate the production,
trade and consumption of textiles in Scandinavia and across parts of northern and
Mediterranean Europe throughout the medieval period. Archaeological evidence is used to
demonstrate the existence or otherwise of international trade and to examine the physical
characteristics of textiles and their distribution in order to understand who was producing, using
and trading them and what they were being used for. Historical evidence, mainly textual, is
employed to link textile names to places, numbers and prices and thus provide an appreciation
of changing economics, patterns of distribution and the organisation of trade. Different types
and qualities of cloths are discussed and the social implications of their production and
import/export considered against a developing background of urbanism and increasing
commercial wealth.
Market Power explores society and economy in medieval Iberia, examining the intersection of
regional commercial interests, lordship, and royal authority as part of the evolution of a small
village into a rural market town.

The Medieval Economy and SocietyAn Economic History of Britain in the Middle
AgesThe Medieval Economy and SocietyAn Economic History of Britain,
1100-1500Univ of California PressThe medieval economy and societyan
economic history of Britain in the middle agesThe Medieval Economy and
SocietyThe Medieval Economy of SalvationCharity, Commerce, and the Rise of
the HospitalCornell University Press
This is a full-scale study that explores every aspect of money in Europe and the
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Middle Ages.
Major account of the fourteenth-century crisis which saw a series of famines,
revolts and epidemics transform the medieval world.
The Low Countries — an area roughly embracing the present-day Netherlands
and Belgium — formed a patchwork of varied economic and social development in
the Middle Ages, with some regions displaying a remarkable dynamism. Manors
and Markets charts the history of these vibrant economies and societies, and
contrasts them with alternative paths of development, from the early medieval
period to the beginning of the seventeenth century. Providing a concise overview
of social and economic changes over more than a thousand years, Bas van
Bavel assesses the impact of the social and institutional organization that saw
the Low Countries become the most urbanized and densely populated part of
Europe by the end of the Middle Ages. By delving into the early and high
medieval history of society, van Bavel uncovers the foundations of the flourishing
of the medieval Flemish towns and the forces that propelled Holland towards its
Golden Age. Exploring the Low Countries at a regional level, van Bavel highlights
the importance of localized structures for determining the nature of social
transitions and economic growth. He assesses the role of manorial organization,
the emergence of markets, the rise of towns, the quest for self-determination by
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ordinary people, and the sharp regional differences in development that can be
observed in the very long run. In doing so, the book offers a significant
contribution to the debate about the causes of economic and social change, both
past and present.
The Black Death of 1348-9 is the most catastrophic event and worst pandemic in
recorded history. After the Black Death offers a major reinterpretation of its
immediate impact and longer-term consequences in England. After the Black
Death reassesses the established scholarship on the impact of plague on
fourteenth-century England and draws upon original research into primary
sources to offer a major re-interpretation of the subject. It studies how the
government reacted to the crisis, and how communities adapted in its wake. It
places the pandemic within the wider context of extreme weather and
epidemiological events, the institutional framework of markets and serfdom, and
the role of law in reducing risks and conditioning behaviour. The government's
response to the Black Death is reconsidered in order to cast new light on the
Peasants' Revolt of 1381. By 1400, the effects of plague had resulted in major
changes to the structure of society and the economy, creating the pre-conditions
for England's role in the Little Divergence (whereby economic performance in
parts of north western Europe began to move decisively ahead of the rest of the
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continent). After the Black Death explores in detail how a major pandemic
transformed society, and, in doing so, elevates the third quarter of the fourteenth
century from a little-understood paradox to a critical period of profound and
irreversible change in English and global history.
When scholars discuss the medieval past, the temptation is to become immersed
there, to deepen our appreciation of the nuances of the medieval sources
through debate about their meaning. But the past informs the present in a myriad
of ways and medievalists can, and should, use their research to address the
concerns and interests of contemporary society. This volume presents a number
of carefully commissioned essays that demonstrate the fertility and originality of
recent work in Medieval Studies. Above all, they have been selected for
relevance. Most contributors are in the earlier stages of their careers and their
approaches clearly reflect how interdisciplinary methodologies applied to
Medieval Studies have potential repercussions and value far beyond the
boundaries of the Middles Ages. These chapters are powerful demonstrations of
the value of medieval research to our own times, both in terms of providing
answers to some of the specific questions facing humanity today and in terms of
much broader considerations. Taken together, the research presented here also
provides readers with confidence in the fact that Medieval Studies cannot be
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neglected without a great loss to the understanding of what it means to be
human.
Medieval bridges are startling achievements of civil engineering, which prove the
importance of road transport and the sophistication of the medieval economy.
The Bridges of Medieval England rewrites their history, offering new insights into
many aspects of the subject. It has profound implications for our understanding of
pre-industrial economy and society, challenging accepted accounts of the
development of medieval trade and communications and showing continuities
from the Anglo-Saxon period to the eve of the Industrial Revolution.
Publisher Description
This book examines the most important themes in European social and economic history from
the beginning of growth around the year 1000 to the first wave of global exchange in the
1490s. These five hundred years witnessed the rise of economic systems, such as capitalism,
and the social theories that would have a profound influence on the rest of the world over the
next five centuries. The basic story, the human search for food, clothing, and shelter in a world
of violence and scarcity, is a familiar one, and the work and daily routines of ordinary women
and men are the focus of this volume. Surveying the full extent of Europe, from east to west
and north to south, Steven Epstein illuminates family life, economic and social thought, war,
technologies, and other major themes while giving equal attention to developments in trade,
crafts, and agriculture. The great waves of famine and then plague in the fourteenth century
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provide the centerpiece of a book that seeks to explain the causes of Europe's uneven
prosperity and its response to catastrophic levels of death. Epstein also sets social and
economic developments within the context of the Christian culture and values that were
common across Europe and that were in constant tension with Muslims, Jews, and dissidents
within its boundaries and the great Islamic and Tartar states on its frontier.
Steles of the Sky
This book examines the evolution of mills - whether powered by water, wind, animals or
humans - during an important era of English history. It focuses not only on the structures
themselves, but also on the people who acted as entrepreneurs, workers, and customers for
the industry. Together they created one of the most recognizable and enduring features of
medieval society.
The 10 papers in this volume examine university and pre-university education in the 14th to
16th centuries in Germany, Italy, France, and England. Particular attention recruitment,
financial support, studying abroad, social status, and careers of graduates.
Includes The economic foundations of medieval society, The rise of a money economy, The
chronology of labour services and The charters of the villeins.
The Belgian historian attempts an international viewpoint in this general history of the social
and economic evolution in Western Europe

In this stimulating and important book Lester Little advances the original thesis
that, paradoxically, it was the leading practitioners of voluntary poverty,
Franciscan and Dominican friars, who finally formulated a Christian ethic which
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justified the activities of merchants, moneylenders, and other urban
professionals, and created a Christian spirituality suitable for townsmen. Little
has synthesized a vast body of specialized literature in Italian, German, French,
and English to write an interpretive essay which provides a new perspective on
the interaction between economic and social forces and the religious movements
advocating the apostolic ideal of voluntary poverty...Little's book is a major
contribution, not only to the history of the religious movement of voluntary
poverty, but also to the interdisciplinary study of the middle ages. --Journal of
Social History
A clear and readable account of the development of the European economy and
its infrastructure from the second century to 1500. Professor Pounds provides a
balanced view of the many controversies within the subject, and he has a
particular gift for bringing a human dimension to its technicalities. He deals with
continental Europe as a whole, including an unusually rich treatment of Eastern
Europe. For this welcome new edition -- the first in twenty years -- text and
bibliography have been reworked and updated throughout, and the book
redesigned and reset.
The centuries after the Norman Conquest saw the consolidation of a pattern of
settlement which lasted, in the main, until the Industrial Revolution. The study of
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England's medieval foundations is therefore fundamental, but it is a complex
subject, with a considerable literature. This book is an attempt to ... give a clear
introduction to the economic history of the period, which will equip the reader to
tackle the numerous more specialist studies.
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